Development of poultry rapid overnight field identification test (PROFIT).
A poultry rapid overnight field identification test (PROFIT) has been developed as a screening test which is practical, economical, and easy to perform and interpret for use in field environments to determine the presence of poultry tissue (chicken and turkey) in raw whole tissue or ground/formulated meat products. The basis of the test is an agar-gel immunodiffusion technique used with a printed template pattern and stabilized reagent paper discs. The test shows adequate sensitivity and specificity for its intended purpose. Key components are stable for at least 1 year if they are stored at refrigerator conditions. The design of the test is such that it can be made commercially available as a complete, stable, test kit suitable for use by any type of inspection program concerned with verification of poultry species in meat and/or poultry products that are subject to regulatory or quality controls.